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save time & money!
The first vacuum separation tank that automatically
drains when needed without the added cost of a pump.
Easy access, no glue
plumbing connections

Bulldog® mounts directly on top
surface. Bison® mounts on optional
“Bison Platform”.
Reliable, heavy duty, low
voltage UL listed solenoid
valve for years of trouble
free service

Low voltage solidstate controller

UL60601 listed, medical
grade, wall mount
transformer,115V60Hz/230V-50Hz
compatible

7 gauge “trucker
proof” side
supports

Ribbed construction
and advanced
corrosion-proof
lightweight polymer
for added strength.

Cut-outs for routing
drain plumbing

Four adjustable feet.
Corrosion proof
float switch

Proven RAMVAC
drain valves

• Simple maintenance free design
• Drains without vacuum interruption
• Significantly reduces the size and number of separating tanks
• Completely automated to provide worry free operation
• Intelligent controller records cycle history
• Fits neatly next to walls and into corners
RAMVAC products are manufactured in an ISO 13485:2003 Certified facility.
SOF 7.5.1-04-118
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What does the InfiniTank do and why do you need one? Most dry dental vacuum systems direct liquids and solids generated in the
treatment room to a collection tank where they are stored until the vacuum unit is shut off. At that time, they are allowed to flow to a
sanitary drain. In a properly designed system, this process happens once a day (usually at the end of each work day). If the separating
tank has been oversized, there is wasted space and money. However, if the separating tank has been sized too small, your problems
are even greater. You will have the nuisance of cycling your vacuum pump on and off during the day, resulting in irregular service and
wasted time. You also run a constant risk of damaging your vacuum pump if the tank accidentally overfills.
The InfiniTank is the first vacuum separation tank that automatically drains without the use of expensive, maintenance prone pumps.
The InfiniTank works in harmony with the natural forces of gravity and air pressure to create “infinite” tank volume in an easy to install,
compact design. In short, there’s no more cycling your vacuum pump during work hours and no more risk of flooding your vacuum
pump because your separating tank is too small. Also, the InfiniTank can eliminate the need for mulitple separation tanks and as with
other RAMVAC tank designs, you can mount the vacuum unit to the top of the InfiniTank to create an even more compact installation.

InfiniTank Part Number 575080 or 575085 (50Hz)
Installation Options
Standard InfiniTank
Place Bison in any
convenient location.
Tank does not
have to be close by.
Dimensions:
Width 29" (740 mm)
Depth 19" (540 mm)
Height 36" (920 mm)

InfiniTank with
height extender

InfiniTank with Bison®
platform and Bison

Height Extender (575212)
Dimensions (w/ Bison):
Width 34"
Depth    21"
Height 70"

Assembled Dimensions:
Width 29"
Depth 19"
Height 48"

InfiniTank with Bison
placed “side by side”

InfiniTank with
additional 50-gallon
tank for high flow - high
volume applications

Dimensions (w/ Bison):
Width 55"
Depth 22"
Height 36"

Dimensions (w/ Bison):
Width 55"
Depth 22"
Height 62"

Item #
Description
575080 	InfiniTank
575085
InfiniTank 50 Hz
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